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HOW LATITUDE BECOMES FORM
In conversation with Gülsen BAL

Derived from contemporary creative practice to the issue of intercultural dialogue, the
visual artist, curator and theoretician Gülsen Bal initiated Open Space - Zentrum für
Kunstprojekte in early 2008. The experimental framework of Open Space aims to create
the most vital facilities for contemporary art in the city of Vienna on non-profit base,
concerned with bringing the current developments of the enlargement of Europe to the
fore through generating interconnected routes. In the following interview Gülsen Bal talks
about the means of contributing a model strategy for cross-border and interregional
projects on the basis of improving new approach.
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Yes… As you have mentioned, the creative exploration at Open Space is built around at the
intersection of creating an interconnected routes concerned with European space as well as building
a cross border dialogues within its multi layered constituents. The initiation led by me intends to
bring diverse creative practice together as well as creating real and virtual collaborative forum and
opening spaces to encourage exchange and joint projects with aiming to explore the future,
generating new ideas and implementing them in a collaborative effort to improve trans-national
network as well as creating network of networks, a zone of communicative transfer in a particular
socio-cultural setting.

The designation of “one always searches for some symbolic point from which one can claim that
something ended and something else began” maintains real life case studies and reveals how
cultural specific conditions in and/or afar its trans-locality. This sets in motion new kinds of creative
connections around the boundaries of ‘New Europe’. Thus the issue commence here introduces an
experimental dynamic that define the space of current relations to be problematised.
This formulates the special attributes of Open Space that lies in its input towards the “production of
subject.”
Thalmair: How would you characterise your approach to the program of Open Space as curatorial
or artistic practice? Do you think there is a clear cut difference between these two practices?
Bal: At a time of increasing debate around new forms of exhibiting and how we consider of
curatorial practice and the situation in which curatorial practice is exercised beyond the traditional
role of an exhibition organiser; your question bears its weight on to what replaces the archetypal
format and how one can articulate a coherent position relative to the current state of creative
production. In this realm the question concerns a practical approach to creativity. This mirrors the
ambivalent position that embraces “art [as] the production of different/ciation”1 where the
mechanism of methodology designates an inter-relationship between art production and divergent
lines of encounters.
In short, this is to assert breaking with the old forms of creative practice pertaining productivity
that is leading to pluralistic approaches instead.
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